
The EU’s deal is clearly worse than No
Deal.

I made the mistake of listening to Radio 4 yesterday lunchtime. They went on
and on about alleged problems for trade with the EU if we do not sign a deal,
with plenty of speakers including the interviewers pushing the negatives. The
ignorance of how trade works was as before.

We were told trade between the UK and the continent is currently as border
and friction free as it is between two English counties. Do they not realise
goods coming across the Channel have go through VAT adjustments as we have a
different set of rates and incidence, Excise payment and currency changes? As
this is usually carried out through pre logged computer manifests and settled
electronically away from the border. The truck driver does not have to work
out the VAT and pay in banknotes at a kiosk. Why cannot we do the same thing
for any tariffs that need to be imposed? We will of course.

Why do they never point that their worry about imports is a nonsense, because
the UK will control the incoming borders, and has no interest in trying to
prevent imports coming in that companies and people in the UK want to buy.
Indeed, the UK government has already said there will be a relaxed
arrangement for the first six months as importers get used to the new trading
regime. EU products will switch over the to the tried and tested system used
for imports from all non EU countries, which our Border authorities usually
handle well without causing hold ups and bottlenecks.

Some Remain commentators claim the EU will seek to slow or prevent UK exports
into their single market by zealous implementation of rules. This shows they
have a very low estimate of how our neighbours behave, and ignores the fact
that the EU like the UK is a member of the WTO and has to follow WTO rules to
expedite traffic at borders and have in place decent systems for handling the
volume of goods. As Remain advocates are always extolling the virtue of the
international rules based system, surely the EU will want to obey or will
have to obey its rules on these matters? The EU will also note that their
citizens and companies need those products we are selling and will take a dim
view if they are impeded in getting them on time.

Brexiteers are fed up with the endless Project Fear material. We can trade
well under WTO rules if the EU really does not want a Free Trade Agreement
with us. We will decide what tariffs if any to impose on their goods along
with goods from the rest of the world, to get the right balance between
helping domestic producers and looking after out customers. No Deal is fine.
We should only negotiate a deal if it is clearly better than No Deal. What
the EU wants is worse.
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